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By the time you read this update, June will be almost upon us and hopefully the sun will have returned

to shine on us once again. Spring 2017 has been very wet, gloomy and cold. The prolonged cold nights

and well below normal April-May day time temperatures provided a number of benefits to our

gardens.

I have noticed the absence, so far, of the great ravening herds of slugs and snails which, in a normal

year, wreak havoc upon the unfurling leaves of my hostas. In addition, the migratory birds arrived as

scheduled but the local bug population was slow off the mark, which was a good thing. In warm balmy

winters the pests wake from their winter rest far too soon, long before the migratory birds arrive to feast

upon them. This year the birds arrived first so perhaps bug damage overall will be less of a problem

this year.

I also noted that some flowering trees, in particular the blossoms of the reddish purple magnolias, like

M. ‘Vulcan’ and Magnolia ‘Richard Jury’ were a very rich deep color, far more attractive than last year’s

insipid show, again this was due to the cold winter. Three gardening benefits of the longest and

coldest winter within recent memory.

IN THIS ISSUE:

One unexpected occurrence was the successful germination of literally millions of western red cedar

seedlings due to the cold stratification of their seeds. These seedlings blanketed every exposed bit of

soil in my garden, luckily a light scuffle hoeing to expose the

delicate roots to the air solved that potential weed problem.
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April and May in Darts Hill Garden Park were a

continuous blast of vibrant colour. The garden

looked absolutely lovely. Visitor numbers were up,

garden tours numbers were up and plant sales at the

Darts Hill nursery increased. All likely in direct

result of the increased open weekend days. In April,

May and June, Darts Hill Garden Park was, (and will

be) open every Saturday and Sunday for the first

time. Darts Hill Garden Park will also be open

additional times in July and September. Please visit

www.dartshill.ca for the most up to date scheduling.

Many thanks to the City of Surrey, in particular

Stacey Rosa, who stepped up the advertising of the

garden this spring. DHGCTS volunteers Pam

Yokome and Rosina Cuk also worked very hard to

increase our online and person to person contact.

Various means such as Facebook posts, colorful ads

and rack cards were available in coffee shops,

garden centers and on the BC Ferries, ads noting our

plant sale times were placed on internet notice

boards, on the Vancouver Sun plant sales day list

and on Craig’s List. All contributed to increase the

garden’s visibility to a wider audience than just the

gardening public. Dozens of garden clubs were

contacted via email and many responded by

requesting tours. This strong effort substantially

increased publicity for Darts Hill Garden Park this

spring. I am confident, that at year end, the stats will

support the preliminary indications that this

publicity is paying very good dividends.

Many first time visitors, multigenerational families,

new and returning tour groups and dozens of

garden club members from all over Metro

Vancouver have enjoyed their visits to Darts Hill

Garden Park this spring.

Photos by S. Murray
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The Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society hosted the Master Gardener's Association

of BC-Vancouver Chapter Garden Patch Protectors workshop on May 10, in Darts Hill

Garden Park. Instructor Kristine Schlamp, a KPU Horticulture faculty member, provided a

very detailed and entertaining program of instruction which focused on the bugs found in

our parks and gardens.

MASTER GARDENER'S WORKSHOP at Darts Hill Garden Park, 
provided by Susan Murray

Kristine's presentation was very interactive and workshop participants thoroughly enjoyed

it. Microscopes were set out on the dining room table in Darts House so participants could

examine the life stages of various critters as well. The group also walked the garden in

search of bamboo mites, pieris lace bugs and other assorted pests. A highly successful day of

horticultural education!



MEMBERSHIP CORNER

MEMBERS’ DAY
SATURDAY, JUNE 17

11- 3 PM

PLEIN AIR OPEN 
HOUSE

SATURDAY JUNE 24
11- 3 PM

SOUNDS OF SUMMER
WEDNESDAY JULY 12

NOON-2:30 PM

MEMBERS’ DAY
SUNDAY JULY 16

11- 3 PM

SOUNDS OF SUMMER
WEDNESDAY AUGUST 2

6:30 – 8:00 PM

WEEKEND STROLLS
EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY IN

APRIL, MAY, JUNE AND

SEPTEMBER - 11-3 PM

UPCOMING SCHEDULE

- Jane Robinson, Hospitality

Photo by K. Piccott

Photo courtesy of Scarlet Black

I joined Darts Hill initially because I thought it was a

beautiful place worthy of support to keep it maintained as

the type of garden Francisca had always built it to be. A less

grandiose reason was that I just wanted to play in the dirt

with plants.

That is what a membership in the Darts Hill Garden

Conservancy Trust Society gives you. Supporting a good

cause and, if you have a little spare time, lots of volunteer

opportunities which allow you to enjoy more involvement in

the Garden. The membership application form lists all the

areas in which members can choose to volunteer.

No need to have a green thumb or a vast knowledge of all

things plant-related. There are many very knowledgeable

members who are always willing to share their expertise

with you. It is possible to join more than one activity, switch

from one to another, of just find your niche.

It is hard to be grumpy when working in such a beautiful

environment so it is easy to have fun and make some great

friends. The weather is not always one of those friends, but

most garden-types are a hardy bunch and have an

appropriate wardrobe handy for all conditions.



MEMBERSHIP CORNER, c o n t i n u e d … . .

One of my favourite perks of membership is being

able to visit the House. So much of it is still as it

was when Edwin and Francisca lived there. It is a

welcome refuge for members and volunteers on

cold, rainy days or a wonderful place to catch a

view from the balcony on a warm summer

afternoon.

For all of you who are not members of Darts Hill

Garden Conservancy Trust Society yet, we extend

a very warm welcome to all who visit the Garden

and thank you for your donations. Be sure to

check out the 2017 Schedule for all the extra

openings that have been added this year in July on

Sundays, and a Sounds of Summer concert day (

July 12), .

So far in 2017 we have had quite a strange mix of

weather conditions but our last two Members’

Days on March 19th and April 15th have been dry

with some sun but quite chilly. It was a modest

turnout in March but a bigger crowd on the Easter

weekend in April. It must have got out that there

was chocolate at the Meet & Greet. Sunny days

are here again according to the forecast.

The Members’ Day on May 20th was coupled with

a Saturday Stroll and Plant sale – as is Members’

Day on June 10th .

Please note that the Members’ Day is on Sunday,

July 16th and is for Members ONLY.

Jane and Willa promoted Darts Hill Garden 
Park at Hunter’s Nursery in May.

May 10, 2017:  view of woodland garden; 
colour below the house; and the Heritage 
walnut. 

Photo by S. Murray

Pam Yokome, busy as usual, in the Green 
House

Above photos by J. Robinson

Our next newsletter will be issued early
September.

Have a great summer!



INTRODUCING THE DARTS HILL GARDEN CONSERVANCY TRUST SOCIETY

COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE:

As many of you know there are a number of standing committees such as the Membership and

Hospitality Team, the Darts Hill Ambassador Tour Guides, the Plant Propagation and Sales Group

and the Labeling Committee which report regularly to the Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust

Society Board of Directors. All these volunteer groups work on behalf of the garden under the

auspices of the DHGCTS Board. In the past year, a revitalized Collections Committee has been

added as a standing committee and reports to the Board at each executive meeting as well. This

Committee has a renewed purpose, a small budget and the goal to add 50-60 new and unusual

plants to the historic garden every year.

The Collections Committee was first established in 2009 and was charged with the task of

interpreting Darts Hill Park Policy, other guiding documents and the historical context to ensure

significant changes to the garden were aligned to the vision and purpose of the historic garden. An

adhoc group met with the Parks’ Technician to discuss plants that had died and to make

suggestions. This adhoc approach worked to some degree but a change was in order.

The DHGCTS Board approved policy in June 2016 to revitalize, reorganize and provide a

framework for the activities of the Collections Committee. The renewed purpose of this Committee

is to advise and provide oversight to the Garden Director regarding the collections such that the

Purpose, Vision and Overall Guiding Principles of the Historic Garden of Darts Hill Garden Park,

as laid out in Darts Hill Park Policy, September 2015, are adhered to. The Committee will research,

select and prioritize plant additions and removals and make recommendations to the Garden

Director.

Committee membership is composed of Maria Fish, Garden Director and recording secretary,

myself as chair of the group, Nancy Oike and Sharon Lawson also representing the DHGCTS with

Chris Velin and Ken Warren from the City. Members are appointed by the chair of the DHGCTS.

The revitalized Collections Committee has met a half a dozen times at the Darts’ House since its 
inaugural meeting July 21, 2016.

Paeonia ‘Le Printemps’Paeonia mlokosewitschii Magnolia officinalis

Photos by S. Murray



COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE….

Once a policy was developed, such as the Donations Policy or the Collections Criteria policies, it

was taken before the DHGCTS Board of Directors for further discussion and ratification.

To give an idea of how new plants are added into the collection, here is a sample worksheet for

the Collection Criteria for ADDING plants:

Here is a partial list of what has been accomplished to date:
1. Created a Donations Policy for Seeds, Plants and Propagating Material
2. Developed a plan to replace the filberts in the Nut Orchard (formerly known as filbert row)

with a selection of unusual nut trees to be planted in the fall of 2017
3. Purchased a selection of unusual plants introduced at the AGM by the folks at Far Reaches

Farm
4. Developed Collection Criteria for Removing plants from the DHGP Collection
5. Developed Collection Criteria for Adding plants to the DHGP collection

The source for the eight categories above is the Darts Hill Park Policy (September 2015).

Collections Criteria for ADDING plants totals 30. Cirsium rivulare ‘Atropurpureum’ scored 9, which is

above the committee agreed upon cutoff of 8: this plant was recommended to the Garden Director to

be added to the collection.

Very great care must be taken when adding new plants to the garden to ensure the long term

maintenance of the garden as a place of rare and unusual plants.



COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE….

Look for new additions of rare herbaceous perennials, one shrub and one tree planted out in the

garden this spring. Each was scored using the Collections Criteria for ADDING plants and

received a score greater than 8. They, then, were recommended by the Committee to the Garden

Director to be added to the garden. Coming soon to a DHGP Bed …. a selection of rare and

unusual Codonopsis, Heloniopsis, Tricyrtis, and Roscoea from Far Reaches Farm. Far Reaches Farm

donated a lovely Iris ‘Darts Hill’ to the collection as well. This plant was once in the collection

but has not been found recently. Trillium cuneatum ‘Select Division’, T. kamtschaticum, T.

chloropetalum var. giganteum ‘Pam’s Form’ and Podophyllum pleianthum cultivars ‘Free Spirit

Form’, ‘Red Panda’, and ‘Spotty Dotty’, were purchased from Free Spirit Nurseries. Free Spirit

donated the Cisium rivulare ‘Atropurpureum’ for Bed 44 which was scored above. Pam Yokome

located a second Eucryphia glutinosa for the garden at the Alpine Garden Club sale last fall while

Nancy Oike purchased a second Emmenopteris henryi for the garden while on tour at Windcliff in

Washington State last month. Sharon Lawson donated some lovely Trillium and also located T.

luteum for the Trillium walk which is under development as I write this article. Our own Darts

Hill nursery donated 5 Chryosplenium macrophyllum, golden saxifrage!

Plants that the Collections Committee would like to source but have not been successful in

finding yet are Cinnamonum camphora, Camphor tree, Illicium floridanum, Florida anise, and

Crinodendron hookerianum. Please let us know if you know a reliable source!

If you have any question or comments about the work of the Collections Committee or know of

a source for the three plants, please contact info@dartshill.ca.

This article was written by Susan Murray

These new rare
plants and
more were
planted mid-
May by the
Pond and
waterfall area.
All purchased
from Far
Reaches Farm
as a direct
result of their
wonderful
presentation at
the AGM.
Plant details to
follow.



The most beautiful redbud in existence , is how many 

references refer to this remarkable 15-30'

FROM THE ARCHIVES: HAND-WRITTEN NOTES FROM THE JOURNALS OF ED AND FRANCISCA

- As found, transcribed and provided by Nancy Armstrong

As all avid gardeners Francisca took great pleasure and inspiration from viewing other gardens,

including traveling on organized tours to many of the world’s most famous. In 1980 Clyde Justice led a

tour to New Zealand. Francisca’s best friend Margaret Charleton was on that tour, as well as tours to

Korea, England and eastern United States.

The salutation on this card “Darling”, written nearly 40 years after their marriage June 1942, speaks to

the loving relationship that Ed and “Cis” had for 53 years until his death in 1995.

https://www.trc.govt.nz/gardens/pukeiti/
pukeiti-rhododendron-trust/



ANOTHER PARTNERSHIP WORKSHOP – by Pam Yokome

BC Bonsai Society - Workshop

Saturday May 13 at Darts Hill, the BC Bonsai Society held a crabapple bonsai workshop using Malus

sargentii. The Propagation Group grew these trees from seeds of the tree/shrub in Bed 50 and they have

been putting on some girth in the old veggie bed the last 4-5 years.

Club members dug, pruned roots (heavily), trimmed the trees down to a reasonable size and then

potted them up in bonsai pots up in the shelter on the north property. We use a soil mixture of two

parts screened pumice to one part sea soil for this pre-refinement stage of a bonsai. Some tender loving

care for this year (lots of water and shade) to help regrow roots and next spring blossoms and further

refinement will produce some lovely bonsai in a few short years.

After the workshop most of the participants were led on a tour of the garden, especially noting many of

the trees that make great bonsai. This is the second workshop BC Bonsai has conducted at Darts Hill

using the shelter, a great venue for the club. And Darts Hill even gained a volunteer and member from

our tour!

http://www.bcbonsaisociety.org/BC_Bonsai_Society/Welcome.html


PLANT OF THE SEASON, provided by Jacqueline Hohmann

Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Lace Lady’, aka Twisty Baby (Trademark) – Bed 27

Naming plants must be fun, like naming racehorses perhaps! And if there is anything in a name, then

we have a star in the garden. Meet ‘Twisty Baby’, a cultivar of Robinia pseudoacacia (black locust or

false acacia). Black locust is a large growing tree you might already be familiar with because they are

well naturalized in our locale. Robinias are known for their attractive compound leaves and lovely,

long racemes of white, or cream coloured flowers that bloom in late spring. You might also know

them by their thorn-like ‘spines’. The species is indigenous to eastern North America, but has

naturalized in many other regions due to its ability to propagate itself through its suckering habit. So

where you see one, you usually see more!

Http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?taxonid=262580&isprofile=0&

TWISTY BABY is a deciduous, multi-stemmed shrub or small tree which is perhaps most noted for its

shrubby growth habit, zigzag branching (more pronounced on new growth) and curling of some of the

mature leaflets. It can be expected to grow to 8-10' tall with a spread of 12-15' over 30 years. It is sold by

nurseries in several different forms: (1) a multi-stemmed shrub, (2) a single trunk tree or (3) a top-grafted

tree to a 6' standard. Trees feature a loose crown and fail to develop a strong central leader. Features

pinnately compound, dark green leaves (leaflets to 7/8" long) which turn yellow in fall. This cultivar rarely

produces the racemes of fragrant white flowers in May or resulting seed pods that are typical of the species.

Miniature spines occur on some branches, but are smaller and fewer than on the species. This plant was

patented in 1996 under the cultivar name of 'Lace Lady' (PP9,771), but is currently being sold by nurseries

under the trademarked name of TWISTY BABY.

Garden Uses

Both tree and shrub forms make excellent specimens and conversation pieces for small, prominent areas in

the landscape. Shrub form is effective in shrub borders, foundations, woodland gardens or as a screen. Also

may be grown as a container plant.

But Twisty Baby is quite different than its parent –

it is a dwarf growing to only 8-10 feet and having

a very compact habit of curling and twisting

leaflets. It produces white flowers (if any) and is

often sold as a top grafted tree on a single stem

known as a ‘standard’. Robinia is in the legume

family, so if you come across it in the garden here

at Darts Hill sometime later in the season, you

might find that any blooms have been replaced by

pea pods which are indicative of its pea family

parentage.

Jacqueline Hohmann

Master Gardiner, Volunteer DHGCTS Guide



CITY OPERATIONS – as provided by Maria Fish, Director of Feature Gardens

THE FOLLOWING HAS BEEN PROVIDED TO THE BOARD AT THEIR LAST MEETING.

Entrance Improvements: We have been mulching the shrub beds in both parking areas and continuing

to improve sightlines into the garden. We want to improve the street presence of the garden as time

permits. We will be carrying out rejuvenation pruning of the shrubs along 16th Avenue, later this

spring. The initial cutting will be supplemented by the division of larger specimens and structural

pruning. Winter frost damage to the paved surface, in the main parking lot, will be repaired now that

we have appropriate temperatures.

Filberts: The Collections Committee has

recommended that Sciadopitys verticillata

(transplanted from bed 46) and Pinus pinea (to be

sourced) be planted in bed 43. A small seating

area will be installed. The azaleas currently in the

bed will be rearranged to allow for this. For more

information please refer to the Collections

Committee minutes from March 10, 2017,

available in the office in the house.

Additional Openings for 2017: The City is delighted to announce that with the help of the Darts

Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society the Garden will be open both Saturdays and Sundays for the

months of April, May, June and September with select dates in July. On behalf of the City, I would

like to thank the Society for working with us to make this happen. In addition, we will be hosting

Friday afternoon “Director’s Tours” on a pre-registration basis. We hope that you will help us spread

the word about these changes.

Blackberry and Ivy roots are being rogued out and a thick layer of wood chip mulch is being used to

deter perennial weeds until the volunteer parking lot can be re-landscaped along 168th Street. The bed

will be used as a holding area for plants from the historic garden.

Maria Fish and Sue Klapwijk identifying 
the rhododendrons in Bed 43.



CITY OPERATIONS, continued…

The legacy of the orchard: Ken and Scott pruned the orchard hard this year to improve the overall

form of the trees. In discussing the orchards with the collections committee, a recommendation was

made using the removal criteria, that the Araucaria araucana (monkey puzzle), the Acer rubrum (Red

Maple) and the Metasequoia glyptostroboides (Dawn Redwood) be removed from the orchard and pasture

areas. We will be proceeding with this work as weather permits.

Benches: Four benches will be going in this year. We will be installing one on the tractor road, two

around bed 43 and one along the south side of magnolia walk in bed 36. We will be installing more

next year.

South Surrey Garden Club: The Club started up their weekly weeding parties in March. The City

would like to thank all their volunteers for all their hard work.

General Maintenance: The colour which is slowly making its’ appearance in the garden is encouraging

after our prolonged winter this year. Many shrubs and trees are flowering months behind their usual

flowering season. We have been focused on pruning and bed cleanup since the snow melted.



Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is an 
organization working in partnership with the City 
of Surrey to ensure the preservation of Darts Hill 

Garden Park

Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is an organization working in partnership 

with the City of Surrey to ensure the preservation of Darts Hill Garden Park.

Contact:  info@dartshill.ca

Facebook: facebook.com/dartshillgarden

Photoblog: dartshillgarden.wordpress.com

Twitter: twitter.com/dartshillgarden

BEFORE AND AFTER

Francisca Darts enjoying the newly developed 
Bed 50 (circa 2006).  Photo by G. Laine

Bed 50, May 2017. Francisca’s vision has seen
the plants develop, with some additional TLC
recently provided by the Operations staff.

Magnolia Walk  South – April 2002 Magnolia Walk  South – May 2017

May photos by K. Piccott
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